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Action: resize,
Component: view,
Description: compress width
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Action: reposition,
Component: title,
Description: unwrap and move title text
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Action: remove,
Component: label,
Description: delete disaster cost label
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Action: modify,
Component: label,
Description: simplify text
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Action: add,
Component: mark,
Description: add lines

Figure 1. Desktop (left) and mobile (right) visualizations from the New York Times article “The Places in the U.S. Where Disaster Strikes Again and
Again” [A13]. This example demonstrates responsive techniques that: (A) resize the view to compress the width; (B) reposition content (e.g., axes, labels,
and title); (C) remove unnecessary labels; (D) modify the text and axis labels to reduce complexity; and (E) add new line marks to annotate the bars.

ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

Responsive visualizations adapt to effectively present information based on the device context. Such adaptations are
essential for news content that is increasingly consumed on
mobile devices. However, existing tools provide little support for responsive visualization design. We analyze a corpus
of 231 responsive news visualizations and discuss formative
interviews with five journalists about responsive visualization design. These interviews motivate four central design
guidelines: enable simultaneous cross-device edits, facilitate
device-specific customization, show cross-device previews,
and support propagation of edits. Based on these guidelines,
we present a prototype system that allows users to preview
and edit multiple visualization versions simultaneously. We
demonstrate the utility of the system features by recreating
four real-world responsive visualizations from our corpus.

Mobile devices are now a more important platform than computers for consuming news articles [8]. While the text content
may easily adapt to the device size, it is non-trivial to create responsive visualizations. Responsive visualizations must adapt
the design so that content remains informative and legible
across different device contexts. For example, designers may
choose to resize certain visualization marks or swap the axis
encodings so that a chart fits better on a mobile screen.
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To understand current practices for responsive visualization
design, we examine 53 news articles gathered from 12 sources;
in these articles we identify 231 visualizations, and label the
visualization type and responsive techniques used by the article. We classify the techniques into six high-level actions:
no change, resize, reposition, add, modify, and remove. The
most common action in our corpus is to remove content from
the mobile visualization; however, visualizations often exhibit
multiple techniques, including more complex customizations
such as completely redesigning the visualization encoding
or adding clarifying marks. While a few designs take into
account device-specific interaction capabilities, the vast majority of adaptations focus on creating legible charts at different
sizes corresponding to different device categories (e.g., desktop, tablet, or portrait mobile). Thus, in this paper, we use the
terms “device size/context,” and “chart size” interchangeably.
We conduct formative interviews with five authors of the coded
visualizations to better understand their development processes
and the responsive visualization techniques used in their work.
We find that responsive designs regularly requires authors to

maintain different artboards for different device sizes. Resizing the design often requires device-specific customizations
(e.g. to reposition the visual content [A13, A36], add clarifying information [A5], modify annotations to change or shorten
the text [A10, A13], remove visualization details [A13, A50,
A52], or remove interactivity altogether [A1, A14]). In rare
cases, authors completely redesign the visualization and/or
interaction for different device contexts [A19, A23, A36].
Despite the necessity of responsive visualizations, the process of developing and maintaining multiple designs requires
extensive user time and effort. Responsive visualizations therefore become a burden on the development workflow. While
responsive considerations may be discussed in the abstract
throughout the visualization design process, implementation
of the responsive design often occurs only in the final stages.
From the formative interviews, we identify four central design guidelines to inform the development of new systems
for responsive visualization design: (1) enable simultaneous
cross-device edits to facilitate design exploration for multiple
target devices; (2) facilitate device-specific customization to
address the need for adaptive designs; (3) show cross-device
previews to provide an overview of customizations applied
across devices; and (4) support propagation of edits to reduce user effort and accelerate design iterations.
Based on these guidelines, we contribute a set of core system
features that allow designers to view, create, and modify multiple device-dependent visualizations. Our system displays
separate views for each chart size and supports simultaneous
editing of multiple views. The system enables generalized
selections and view control to support robust customization of
marks. The system also foregrounds all the variations between
visualizations to help designers assess the full picture of the
applied modifications and propagate changes across views.
To demonstrate the utility of our system, we recreate four
real-world examples from our corpus [A13, A36, A50, A52].
These examples represent a range of visualization types (bar
chart, dot plot, line chart, and symbol map) and demonstrate
our core system features. For each example, we provide a
step-by-step walkthrough of the development process for the
visualization design. These walkthroughs demonstrate how a
designer can construct, compare, customize, and iterate on different visualizations using a flexible development workflow.
RELATED WORK

This research is informed by related work on responsive visualization, visualization authoring, and responsive web design.
Responsive Web Design

While responsive visualization is still a nascent area, responsive web design has received more attention. Patterns and
principles of responsive web design have been studied [15,
16]. HTML5 and CSS3 are popular standards to implement
responsive designs [9]. Techniques for responsive web design,
however, are not directly transferable to visualization: webpages primarily employ text wrapping, image resizing, and
document reflow to achieve responsiveness; these approaches
offer little insight on visualization challenges such as data
encoding, scale adjustment, or annotation placement.

Responsive Visualization

Responsive visualization becomes particularly necessary for
a journalism context in which readers often consume content
on mobile devices. Conlen et al. [6] describe techniques to
examine reading behaviors for interactive articles, with an
implementation targeted at Idyll [5]; the articles analyzed by
Conlen et al. [6] were primarily designed for desktop use, but
30%-50% of readers consumed and interacted with the content
on a mobile device despite the limitations.
Despite the need for responsive articles, there is limited support for designing responsive visualizations. Journalists often combine a variety of approaches including data analysis
in R and python, dynamic visualization development using
D3.js [2], and customization in Adobe Illustrator. Static visualization approaches require designers to implement and
maintain multiple artboards, which can be time consuming and
labor intensive. The New York Times developed ai2html [4],
which converts Adobe Illustrator documents into a web format
by separating the text and graphic components; this approach
ensures that the visualization text remains legible by supporting dynamic placement and scaling, but does not explicitly
promote considerations for mobile visualization [19].
Visualization Authoring Approaches

There is a wealth of related work around visualization authoring approaches. Satyanarayan et al. [22] provide an overview
of this space and reflect on the design of different visualization authoring systems. Satyanarayan et al. primarily compare
three systems, which they classify as visual builders: Lyra [21],
DataIllustrator [14], and Charticulartor [18]. Such systems
allow for fine-grained control of the visualization design, often
via direct manipulation. Other visualization authoring systems
utilize a shelf construction model; for example Tableau, formerly Polaris [24], and Voyager [25]. Our proposed system
primarily employs the simpler shelf construction approach in
which designers assign data fields to encoding channels via
drag-and-drop, with some minor modifications possible via
direct manipulation; this simplification allows us to focus on
representing and communicating the responsive aspects of the
visualization design as the primary contribution of this work.
Datawrapper [11] is a tool for journalists to design interactive
and responsive visualizations based on a set of templates and
device sizes; Datawrapper makes it easy to preview the design
across devices, but limits the customization options available
for the visualization designs and narrative content. Power BI
has also introduced an automatic approach to responsive visualization design for mobile dashboards [10]. ViSizer [26] is a
framework for applying local optimizations to more effectively
resize a visualization. Vistribute [13] is a system for assigning
interactive visualizations amongst multiple devices based on
properties of the visualization and device. Recent work discusses the application of responsive web design techniques
for responsive visualization [1] and strategies for designing
visualizations for both desktop and mobile devices [3].
Charticulator [18] enables automatic chart layout using constraints and can constrain the layout to fit within a particular
artboard size. Vega-Lite [23] is a lightweight language for
specifying visualizations, which automatically sizes the can-
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Figure 2. We examined 231 visualizations from twelve sources to inform our analysis of responsive visualization techniques. The number of articles per
source is shown in parentheses. For the list of articles analyzed in this paper, see Appendix A. We labeled each visualization with the core visualization
type. However, some visualizations were more complex (e.g., a normalized, stacked bar chart); 46 of the 231 visualizations were small multiples.

vas for the data, or can resize the visualization elements for
a particular view size. D3.js [2] is often used for constructing dynamic visualizations that can be resized based on the
available space. Ellipsis [20] is a tool for authoring narrative visualizations without programming by describing the
narrative structure through distinct scenes. ChartAccent [17]
enables free-form and data-driven annotation of visualizations
based on a design space of chart annotations. Idyll [5] is a language for authoring interactive articles for the web, including
the design and parameterization of visualizations.
RESPONSIVE VISUALIZATION CORPUS

To inform our exploration of responsive visualization design,
we collected a corpus of 53 news articles gathered from twelve
sources, to produce a corpus of 231 visualization examples.
We then labeled each visualization instance with the visualization type and responsive techniques used between desktop and
mobile versions of the visualization (Figure 2). To view the
mobile version of the visualization, we used the Device Mode1
provided by Chrome DevTools to simulated an iPhone X device. We then examined the responsive techniques used for
both the portrait and landscape orientation of a phone.
We surveyed best-of lists and selected articles that included
at least one visualization exhibiting responsive techniques,
and ensured that the corpus covered a wide range of visualization types (Figure 2). We then performed an open-coding
of the responsive techniques for the visualization design and
interactive techniques used. Two of the authors coded and
discussed a set of overlapping visualizations to ensure intercoder agreement. When labeling the responsive techniques,
we identified changes from the desktop to the mobile version
of the visualization. Figure 1 shows several of the open-coding
labels generated for the visualization (e.g., the description);
we provide the full list of open-coding labels generated for
each example in the supplemental material.
1 https://developers.google.com/web/tools/chrome-devtools/device-mode/

We then grouped the codes based on their behavioral similarity
to determine the core editing action, and we associated the action with a particular visualization component. The responsive
techniques generally fall along a spectrum of simple editing actions: no changes, resize, reposition, add, modify, and remove.
These techniques may independently impact different visualization components (e.g., axes, legends, marks, labels, and
title), allowing for complex and varied modifications based
on the underlying device context. The modifications may also
apply to either a single component, several components, or all
components in the view. While most changes reflected small
shifts in either layout or content, a subset of visualizations
drastically changed the encoding representation (e.g., [A19,
A23, A36]). The coded results are shown in Figure 3.
From our analysis, we found that a larger range of responsive techniques were used for the portrait orientation than
the landscape orientation of a phone (Figure 3). For the
landscape orientation, 69 of the visualizations exhibited no
changes (29.9%) as opposed to only 6 in the portrait orientation. We also found that it was much more common to remove
elements from the view (87 or 37.7%, portrait orientation)
than to add new elements (26 or 11.3%, portrait orientation).
We also examined the end-user interactions included in the visualizations. Most visualizations were static or did not change
the core interaction type, aside from using tap rather than click.
Similar to the visual techniques, many visualizations removed
the interactivity completely from the mobile version rather
than redesigning the interactive capabilities (e.g., [A1, A14]).
However, a small subset introduced or updated the interaction
to improve the experience on mobile (e.g., [A2, A23]).
FORMATIVE INTERVIEWS WITH JOURNALISTS

We conducted semi-structured interviews with five journalists
selected from the responsive visualization corpus about their
responsive design practices. All participants had previously
published at least one article that exhibited responsive visualization techniques and were personally responsible for the
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Figure 3. We performed an open coding of the responsive techniques used for both the portrait (left) and landscape (right) orientation of a phone. The
labeled techniques reflect the changes made from a desktop visualization to the mobile visualization. We then clustered the techniques to indicate the
type of action and the component to which it applies. Responsive techniques were used much more frequently to customize the portrait visualizations
than the landscape visualizations. It was also more common to remove or reposition content, than to add new content for the mobile version.

visualization design. Participants were asked to describe their
general process when developing a visualization for a news
article and the responsive techniques used in one of their published articles; over the course of all interviews, we discussed
ten different articles from five different news organizations. Finally, participants were asked to describe the major challenges
they face when designing responsive visualizations. The interviews lasted about one hour. An anonymized version of the
interview questions is included in the supplemental material.
Desktop-First or Mobile-First Development

Our participants noted that while desktop development was
often their primary focus, they kept the mobile version of
the visualization in mind throughout the development process. One participant explained that “when we’re sketching
something and deciding whether something is gonna work,
the question of... how is it gonna work on a phone comes up
before we’ve gone too far” (P3). Another participant noted
that “I guess it is always in the back of our minds, like ‘how
will this work on mobile’ and often we will use that as a rationale to simplify ideas early on in the process because we know
that they won’t really work on mobile” (P1). While designers
may think about the mobile version, they are not necessarily
exploring the mobile designs in a practical sense.
Part of the rationale for desktop-first development was that
“by virtue of sort of sketching graphics on my laptop or on my
desktop screen, often the first iteration of something works best
at those screen widths” (P3). Another participant explained
that “It’s easier to try things and to come up with an idea...
on the desktop, cause that’s where we work” (P2). For the
visualizations, one participant noted that “I think it’s easier
to sort of be ambitious when you have a larger palette” (P1).
Designers were generally motivated by the flexibility and ease
provided by a desktop development environment, such that
mobile designs were not at the forefront of their minds.
Some participants did explain that mobile-first development
could be advantageous by encouraging more careful design
and simplification of the content. In particular, mobile-first development can help designers “focus on what’s essential” (P2)
and “it makes us more concise and it makes us get to the point
quicker” (P4). When reflecting on the trade-offs of mobilefirst or desktop-first development, one participant noted that

their focus was “Aspirationally, certainly mobile phones. I
think in practice, that doesn’t really happen” (P3). Another
participant observed that “much of the programs we use are
geared towards desktop first or feel that way, anyway, so if all
of them had a slight shift in default or in tone I feel like that
would also help us to think that way” (P4).
Adapting Desktop Visualizations for Mobile

When producing a responsive visualization, participants often
noted that they would first finalize the desktop design before
creating the mobile visualization. One participant explained
that “the mobile version comes after, when I’m happy with the
desktop version, to avoid too many changes” (P2). To adapt
the visualization to a mobile context, our participants often
mentioned the need to prioritize information and remove unimportant content. For one example, the participant explained
that “I do remember now removing all of the annotations
from that map and I think that was because those annotations
weren’t fundamental” (P1). Another participant explained
that “There’s a hierarchy of information, right? So as you go
down in the artboard size you make the decision about what
information can be cut first” (P3). When reflecting on the
adaptation process, another participant explained that “I think
it’s easier to eliminate things when you have everything” (P2).
For many of our participants, the most common workflow was
to start with the full desktop visualization and to select what
content could be removed when scaling visualizations down
to mobile sizes; this trend also matches the overall preference
for removing rather than adding content, as described in the
section: “Responsive Visualization Corpus.”
Artboards, Dynamic Designs, and Automatic Techniques

To produce responsive visualizations, many of our participants
chose to focus on a set of predefined artboard sizes. However,
a major challenge with multiple artboards is maintaining and
propagating changes to the design. One participant noted
that “It’s annoying when you have to make changes to three
or four or five different artboards and that usually introduces
mistakes... so that’s one of the reasons why the design for
mobile comes later” (P2). To produce multiple designs can be
a time consuming and labor intensive process for the designers.
One participant noted that it is “not the most intellectually
stimulating exercise to redesign or make your graphic work...

but it is something that needs to be done for every single
graphic” (P3). Another participant explained that “it feels like
a chore... You want to be working on the story; you want to
not be working on polishing things for small audiences” (P1).
While there are clear benefits to having a responsive design,
the process of producing these alternative designs can feel like
a hindrance to the overall development process.
Several participants discussed the use of D3.js for easily producing responsive visualizations. One participant mentioned
using D3 for a design and the need to dynamically resize the
window to test the responsiveness: “We more just change the
width of the screen pixel by pixel to make sure every pixel
is properly looking okay” (P5). However, one participant expressed a hesitance towards dynamic artboard resizing because
“dynamically positioning things like labels and annotations at
every possible screen width is very easy for that to go wrong
and having a fixed number of breakpoints tends to be a little bit
less error-prone” (P3). While the ability to make designs dynamic could be helpful for producing visualizations that work
for any screen size, testing all possibilities was a common
source of difficulty and undesirable user effort.
While there are a variety of common approaches for responsive
visualization design (e.g., removing content or simplifying labels), one participant explained that “I think that it’s usually
a pretty iterative, ad hoc process. It takes a bit of thinking.
It’s usually not the same solution for any two graphics” (P3).
Participants often noted that responsive designs were an essential component to their work, but that the development process
was currently underserved by existing tools.

RESPONSIVE VISUALIZATION SYSTEM

Based on our investigation of existing responsive visualizations and current development practices, we propose a new
responsive visualization design system that facilitates flexible, cross-device design workflows. To realize this goal, our
system adopts four key design guidelines.
(1) Enable simultaneous cross-device edits. Simultaneous
editing accelerates iteration by reducing the time it takes to
experiment with different design ideas across multiple target
sizes. This capability also reduces the chance of errors and
inconsistencies from repeated manual application of edits.
(2) Facilitate device-specific customization. Adaptation of
the visualization content to particular device contexts is central
to producing effective responsive designs. Our system therefore enables the application of device-specific customizations
by focusing editing operations on a particular view or mark.
(3) Show cross-device previews. Providing immediate, visual
feedback across multiple designs allows designers to evaluate
their choices in the context of all target chart sizes. Such
previews help designers determine which choices should be
consistent across devices and which should be customized for
a particular view. Foregrounding design variation provides a
complete picture of the customizations that have been applied.
(4) Support propagation of edits. During the development
process, designers may focus on refining the visualization
design for one specific chart size. Tools that propagate edits
to other chart sizes enable designers to quickly transfer ideas
that work well for a particular size to other device contexts.

Takeaways from the Formative Interviews

Responsive Visualization System Overview

Participants in our formative interviews mentioned benefits of
both a mobile-first and desktop-first design approach. Mobilefirst development encourages designers to focus on only the
most important aspects of the data whereas desktop-first development enables more complex, creative, or impressive designs.
Since development often happens on a desktop computer, the
designs tend to reflect this default. Participants felt that designing for multiple screen sizes (especially mobile) early in
the process can lead to better and more consistent cross-device
design decisions. More specifically, working through the challenges of visualizing data for various devices helps designers
decide what information is most critical, how to effectively
highlight key characteristics, and how to effectively encode or
layout the data. Empirical evidence also suggests that working
on multiple prototypes in parallel leads to better and more
diverse designs, and increased self-efficacy [7].

To realize these goals, we implemented a responsive visualization design tool that maintains a synchronized representation
of a design across multiple target screen sizes. Figure 4 shows
an overview of our system. The main panel displays a different visualization for each specified chart size. The toolbar
and other system panels display information about the data
and visualization components introduced for each view. Our
tool supports generalized selections of visualization components both within and across views to facilitate simultaneous
editing operations and customization of specific designs. Motivated by prior work [12], these generalized selections allow
designers to refine the selection based on properties of the
underlying data or mark encoding values. From the system
panels, designers can edit and propagate customizations to
multiple visualizations at once, thus reducing the need for repeated work. The attribute panel and layers panel foreground
design variations between views to provide an overview of the
customizations that have been applied to different designs.

However, cross-device design with existing tools is tedious and
error-prone because each visualization is treated as a separate
artifact, which requires every edit to be manually duplicated
across designs. While having direct control is important for
ensuring that designs meet publication standards, too much
repetition in the process discourages iterative design modifications. As a result, most workflows start with a fully-executed
desktop design that designers modify to better fit mobile screen
sizes. While expedient, this approach limits the amount of
cross-device design exploration and can sometimes lead to
inconsistencies between the designs for various screen sizes.

In contrast to the “desktop-first” strategy most designers currently adopt, our system enables more flexible and iterative
workflows. For example, when first developing a visualization, designers can leverage simultaneous editing to quickly
explore the impact of high-level design decisions (e.g., overall
layout or what information should be displayed) across multiple target devices. Designers can immediately preview the
design for all device contexts while making these global edits. To resolve layout concerns for particular views, designers
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Figure 4. The designer creates a visualization mark by dragging a mark icon from the toolbar to a visualization canvas in the main panel. The main
panel displays one visualization view for each device context specified by the designer. The size and name of each view is displayed in the views panel.
The marks in the visualizations are shown in the layers panel. Designers can select a mark from the layers panel or directly on the visualization; the
encodings for the mark are then displayed in the attributes panel. The backing data fields for the visualization are displayed in the data panel. To define
new encodings, the designer can drag fields from the data panel to the attributes panel. This screenshot shows the intermediate state of the responsive
visualization design process described in the section “An Iterative Workflow for Simplifying a Mobile Design” with the text marks selected.

can apply device-specific customizations by selecting visualization components in a subset of views and applying local
edits. Designers can also propagate edits to different views if
a device-specific refinement works well for other device contexts. A key benefit of our system is that it allows designers to
iterate fluidly back-and-forth between these global and local
editing modes. The result is a more flexible workflow that
promotes design exploration, view-specific adaptations, and
consistency across devices. The following sections describe
our system features in the context of this basic workflow.
System Startup: Viewing Multiple Device Visualizations

When constructing a new visualization, the main panel displays a blank canvas for each default chart size. Designers
may also import a previously constructed visualization which
automatically resizes the design for these default sizes. Designers can customize the default chart sizes to match the
standard artboard sizes used by their organization. Automatically displaying multiple, device-specific visualizations allows
designers to preview the design for all device contexts and
thus better incorporate considerations for the responsiveness
of the design earlier in the development cycle.
The view names and sizes are displayed in the views panel.
From this panel designers can rename, resize, select, and create
new views at any point. The system can support an arbitrary

number of different views, up to the discretion of the designer.
Designers may also select or resize views directly from the
main panel. The data panel shows the datasets and data fields
that have been loaded for the visualization. Each data field is
labeled with the automatically detected data type; clicking the
symbol for the data type allows designers to change the type.
Simultaneous Editing of the Basic Visualization Structure

To begin constructing a visualization, designers first create a
new mark. The system uses Vega-Lite [23] as the underlying language for producing the visualizations and currently
supports seven mark types: “rule” , “line” , “bar” ,
“circle” , “symbol” , “text” , and “geoshape” . Designers can create a mark by dragging the icon from the toolbar to one of the visualization canvases or by using keyboard
shortcuts to select the mark type, followed by the view.
Our system enables simultaneous editing so that designers
can construct multiple visualizations concurrently. When a
mark is first created it is added to all active views. By default,
all user-defined views are labeled as “active”. To apply devicespecific customizations, designers can focus on only a single
visualization by selecting the view number ( ) on the canvas
or from the views panel. Designers can select multiple views
by locking or unlocking
particular views. Locked or
“inactive” visualizations are partially grayed out in the system.

Designers must first link the mark to one of the backing
datasets in order to use data fields for the encodings. Similar to
other shelf construction [22] visualization systems, designers
can then drag data properties from the data panel to encoding shelves in the attributes panel to specify the visualization
encodings. As the encodings are specified, the system automatically adds axes and legends as appropriate. Once again,
the edits apply to all “active” views in the system.
When the mark has been bound to a dataset, all the individual
elements (e.g. all the bars in a bar chart) are placed in a group,
similar to the notion of a collection in Data Illustrator [14].
The newly created marks and their group are shown in the
layers panel, which displays both the user-specified marks and
marks for auto-generated axes and legends in any of the views.
Applying Customizations Using Flexible Selections

Designers may want to customize particular marks in a visualization design or customize the visualization design for
particular chart sizes. The system provides several strategies
for performing flexible selection of visualization elements.
Designers can select marks directly on the visualization or
from the layers panel. When designers first click a mark, the
system selects all marks in its group; designers can double
click a mark to select only a particular item in the group.
Designers can also toggle the selection mode from the toolbar.
When editing visualizations, the customizations only apply to
the selected marks (those highlighted with an orange stroke).
Designers can refine the selection using data filters on the
mark. Data filters are displayed in the attributes panel (Figure 4a) based on the selected mark. Regardless of the selection
type (group or item), the particular element that was selected
acts as the anchor for the data filters; for each data field in
the underlying dataset, a filter is suggested using the value of
that field for the selection anchor. When selecting a data filter
the system refines the selection to only the marks where the
condition holds. Repeatedly selecting a filter toggles the comparison operator (e.g., >=, <=, ==, and so on). For example,
in Figure 4, the text “Hurricane Katrina” acts as the anchor
for the labels; for each of the five data fields, a simple filter is
created using the underlying values of this anchor point (e.g.,
cost >= 161 and year >= 2005). Selecting a different anchor changes the suggested filters (e.g., selecting “Hurricane
Harvey” suggests cost >= 125 and year >= 2017).
Enabling Customizations and Displaying Design Variation

When designers apply customizations to particular marks or
views, the system helps to show cross-device previews by
foregrounding the variation in the layers panel and attributes
panel. When a mark is added or removed from a particular
view, the contents of the layers panel are reordered to sort the
elements based on which views they apply to. For example,
in Figure 6 a separator shows that each view (“portrait” and
“landscape”) has a custom axis; the marks displayed above
these separators apply to all views (e.g., the two text marks).
Customizations are also displayed in the attributes panel; in
Figure 6, the selected “bar” mark originally had the color
encoding set to “#f0f0f0”. A modification to this encoding has
subsequently been applied to update the color to “firebrick”.

The attributes panel allows designers to view design variation
for the mark encodings of the currently active views. Designers can select an icon next to a customization to refine the
selection to only include marks where the customization applies. For example, in Figure 6, clicking the icon beside the
“firebrick” customization refines the selection to only update
the marks with this color when subsequent edits are applied.
This functionality exhibits the system’s support for flexible
workflows; designers can edit particular customizations even
when multiple views with different encodings are active.
Designers may also propagate edits across views by identifying and deleting design variations from the system. To propagate edits, designers can delete encodings that should no longer
apply to the active visualizations. When hovering over the
“delete” symbol, the system shows cross-device previews
of the change. This functionality helps designers to quickly
preview the result of different modifications across multiple
visualization designs and update concurrent designs with different encoding decisions. For example, in Figure 4, imagine
that the designer wants to propagate the label simplifications
in the “portrait” visualization to the “landscape” visualization.
To do this, the designer marks both views as “active” (e.g., by
locking the “desktop” visualization) then deletes the encoding elements that are no longer desirable (e.g., align→left
and text→name), which changes the alignment to right and
the text to replace(datum.name(‘Hurricane’, ‘’)) for
all of the selected elements across both the “active” views.
Enabling and Customizing End-User Interactions

When a mark is selected, the interaction panel allows designers to specify the functionality of end-user interactions with
the visualizations. Designers can first define the interaction
type and then use the interaction to customize the display and
encodings of visualization marks. Similar to other encoding
customizations, when a customization applies to an interaction
it is still displayed in the attributes panel (Figure 7).
REPRODUCING RESPONSIVE NEWS VISUALIZATIONS

To demonstrate the utility of the proposed techniques for responsive visualization design, we reproduced four real-world
examples using our system [A13, A36, A50, A52]. These
examples illustrate four visualization types: bar chart [A13,
A36], map [A52], dot plot [A36], and line chart [A50]. Each
example also demonstrates a major component of our system: (1) visualization design and customization as an iterative
workflow [A13]; (2) flexible data filtering for customizing
annotations [A52]; (3) designing drastically different visualizations via linked editing [A36]; (4) customizing end-user
interactions for different chart sizes [A50]. The following sections explore each example in terms of the design guidelines.
Demo videos for each of the four walkthroughs are included in
the supplemental material. We also introduce three additional
examples in the supplemental material; for all seven examples,
we include a webpage showing the different device-specific
visualizations that were designed with our system.
An Iterative Workflow for Simplifying a Mobile Design

The New York Times article “The Places in the U.S. Where
Disaster Strikes Again and Again” [A13] exhibits several re-

sponsive techniques to simplify the mobile version of the “Total Cost of Major Natural Disasters” visualization (Figure 1).
The designer starts by creating the basic visualization: a bar
chart with the year on the x-axis and the disaster cost on the
y-axis. Next, the designer decides to annotate the major natural
disasters contained in the data. The designer duplicates the
bar mark using the “copy” option from the toolbar to create
a new layer with the same encodings, and then customizes
the mark to display the disaster name, and position the marks
appropriately. The designer then decides to duplicate this
text mark and update the text to display the disaster cost.
Using simultaneous cross-device edits, the visualization is
constructed for each specified view size.
With cross-device previews of how this design looks for all
device contexts, the designer can easily notice that the current layout is ineffective on the “portrait” orientation of the
phone. For the phone, the large whitespace margin wastes too
much space and the bars become too narrow. Before finalizing
the design, the designer can apply device-specific customizations to the portrait visualization including modifying and
repositioning the labels, and adding rule marks to more clearly
label the bars (Figure 1c-e). The state of the system after
customizations have been applied is shown in Figure 4.
After applying customizations, the designer can use simultaneous cross-device edits to finalize the axis styles, bar colors,
and font styling. These updates apply to all views, even though
customizations have been performed for the portrait visualization. Finally, the designer can add a title to the top of the view.
For the desktop and landscape visualizations however, the designer might decide to reposition the title in the whitespace of
the chart area instead. After making this change, the designer
decides that the title was actually preferable above the chart
area for the landscape visualization. To reapply this design,
the designer activates both the “portrait” and “landscape” visualizations and propagates edits from one view to the other
by deleting the customizations associated with the title.
Discussion. This example illustrates a flexible, iterative workflow in which the designer can switch between different device
views to apply unique customizations. By still maintaining
links between visualization marks, the system can also support global customizations even after modification have been
applied. By displaying all device views and the specific customizations of these views, the designer can maintain a complete picture of the responsive visualization design.

Applying and Refining Data-Driven Customizations

The Reuters article “Oil Spilled at Sea” [A52] includes a
map visualization that reduces the number of text annotations,
rescales the text, and updates the size encoding and legend.
In our formative interviews, several participants noted that
maps present a particular challenge because the aspect ratio of
the chart is predetermined by the map itself. One participant
explained that the “US map is a nightmare for responsiveness...
you can have a very beautiful, detailed US map on the desktop
but when you shrink it down to the phone you can barely see
like 5 cities named in it” (P2).
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Figure 5. Recreating the map “Incidents at Sea” from Reuters [A52].
(a) The visualization is cluttered with all of the symbol and text marks;
inset: encodings for the text mark in the attributes panel. (b) Removing
the text marks where size < 252,000 emphasizes the major spills; inset: the possible and selected data filters in the attributes panel. (c) Reintroducing annotations for notable, historical spills provides a point of
comparison; inset: the text marks as displayed in the layers panel.

For this visualization, the designer can start by producing the
basic visualization design using simultaneous cross-device
edits. However, this process produces a cluttered map exhibiting many overlapping labels (Figure 5a). To reduce the
clutter in this map, the designer can select the mark elements
and use a data filter to remove elements below a particular
threshold (e.g., size < 252,000). This action removes most
of the labels in the view except for the largest ones (Figure 5b).
However, the designer wants to compare these spills to others
of historical notability. The designer can use the “annotate”
mode from the toolbar to reintroduce labels by clicking the
points for the Sanchi and Exxon Valdez spills (Figure 5c).
Due to the shape of the map and density of the data, the designer might feel at this point that the mobile versions could be
improved. The designer starts with the “landscape” phone orientation (the more natural fit for the map) and applies devicespecific customization to rescale and reposition the map projection to only include one of the comparison points: the
Sanchi disaster. The designer also wants to be able to include
the Sanchi disaster in the “portrait” version, but due to the
distance of this point from the core data, it is hard to make
the visualization fit. The designer therefore decides to rotate
the map for the “portrait” orientation; this change maintains

the text direction of the labels for proper reading on a phone.
To view the map in the unrotated orientation, the reader could
change to the landscape orientation, which would adapt the
view to the other version of the customized visualization.
To better support this reading experience, the designer wants
to ensure that the two mobile visualizations are similar in
all design decisions besides the rotation. The designer thus
reactivates the “landscape” visualization, and can immediately
see the cross-device previews in the attributes panel, which
shows that the scale and translate properties do not match.
The designer can thus propagate edits from the landscape
visualization by deleting the undesirable customizations that
applied to the “portrait” visualization.
Discussion. Our system enables flexible selection behaviors
to support customization of the visualizations. The data filter selection provides a lightweight mechanism for refining
selections based on the underlying data. This functionality
facilitates data-driven customizations. The “annotate” mode
then provides a lightweight mechanism for reincorporating
deleted annotations to the view. This example also highlights
the challenges with responsive visualization design for maps,
but shows how a designer can mitigate this difficulty by considering the final experience of the reader.

Figure 6. The systems panels for recreating the New York Times visualization: “In close decisions, Kennedy voted in the majority 76 percent of
the time” [A36]. The layers panel shows that while the title and subtitle
appear in both views, each device has a custom set of axes and marks.
The attributes panel shows variation in the encoding properties such as
the “color”, which has been used to highlight a particular bar.

Producing and Reusing Radically Different Designs

The New York Times article “With Kennedy’s Retirement,
the Supreme Court Loses Its Center” [A36] includes a radical
responsive redesign for the “In close decisions, Kennedy voted
in the majority 76 percent of the time” visualization. In this example, the desktop version uses a horizontal dot plot whereas
the mobile version uses a vertical bar chart; each design makes
use of the device orientation while displaying the same data.
To produce these visualizations, the designer can start by creating either the bar chart or dot plot visualization, including the
marks and text labels. The designer can then focus on applying
device-specific customization by setting the active view and
changing the underlying encodings for the mark and text (e.g.,
to change the mark from “bar” to “circle” and the text from
percentage to justice). The designer can switch amongst
the visualization views to further customize the encoding.
For these visualizations, the designer wanted to emphasize
Kennedy’s position in the Supreme Court with respect to decisions by the majority and therefore customized some of the
individual marks accordingly. Down the line, the designer
might decide to reuse this visualization to emphasize the position of a future justice. To do this, the designer could swap out
the underlying dataset to include updated numbers; since the
customizations are applied relative to the device context and
data fields, the visualizations could therefore easily adapt to a
new set of data. The designer might then decide to propagate
edits representing the highlight to a new justice in the dataset.
Discussion. While the visualizations for this example are drastically different and therefore highly customized, our system
can help the designer maintain a clear overall picture of the
two versions: how they vary and how they are the same. Figure 6 shows the state of the system panels when one of the
marks has been selected. From this view, the designer can see

that the mark “color” has changed from ‘#f0f0f0’ to ‘firebrick’
for some of the visualization marks. The layers panel also
shows variation in which mark elements are visible on which
views (e.g., to show that each device has a customized axis).
Custom End-User Interactions and Interactive Encodings

The National Geographic article “See Where Access to Clean
Water Is Getting Better – and Worse” [A50] exhibits a variety
of responsive techniques between the desktop and mobile
version of the “Percentage of population without access to
improved water” visualization. This example demonstrates the
need for customized end-user interactions; the visualization
uses a dropdown with fewer options on mobile and customized
visual encodings for elements that have been interacted with.
For this example, the designer starts by customizing how
the visualization should look when no interaction is applied.
The designer creates the basic visualizations using simultaneous cross-device edits and applies device-specific customizations to the mobile design to remove excessive marks
and update the encodings. To define the end-user interaction
behavior, the designer can select the mark that should update when interacted with, and add a new interaction from
the interaction panel. The designer can then specify how the
end-user interaction should behave and update the mark encodings. Similar to the device-specific customizations, encodings
or marks associated with an interaction are displayed in the
hierarchical structure of the system. Figure 7 shows the state
of the system panels after defining a dropdown interaction to
select a line and display a corresponding text mark.
Discussion. Variation from end-user interaction is similarly
displayed alongside other encoding modifications within the
system to provide cross-device previews of the design vari-

a designer could feasibly view or comprehend at one time.
Future work should more closely explore the development
patterns of designers and how they would work with multiple
views simultaneously. New techniques to cluster and summarize views could prove useful for alleviating challenges that
arise when working with a larger space of designs.
Due to hesitance from our interview participants regarding
automatic techniques, we chose to focus on an ad hoc, userdriven visualization design, which does produce a largely
manual process. Exploring new techniques to increase the
number of views or better summarize the space of designs
could help designers transition to more automated or dynamic
procedures. Future work should explore how best to ensure the
transparency of automation within the development processes.

Figure 7. Designers may also customize the behavior of end-user interactions with the visualization. In this case, the designer specifies a
dropdown interaction to update the line color and stroke width of the
visualization. These customizations appear when the end-user interacts
with a dropdown; however, the customizations are similarly displayed
alongside the other encodings and customizations in the attributes panel.

ation. The attributes panel and layers panel provide a clear
overview of all encoding decisions for a particular mark and
thus allow the designer to easily update any encoding decisions
for any use case throughout the system.
DISCUSSION, LIMITATIONS, AND FUTURE WORK

We built our system on top of Vega-Lite [23] to leverage its
ability to express parameterized graphical elements (marks
and axes) that exhibit reasonable default behavior when scaled
to different devices. While this decision reduced the effort
required to implement a functional visualization design tool,
the capabilities of our current prototype are coupled with the
underlying representation, sometimes resulting in awkward
user experiences. For example, axis labels and text marks
exhibit different sets of editable properties due to differences
in the Vega-Lite specification. Furthermore, elements in one
view will only match those in other views if they were specified simultaneously. Future work should update the system
to decouple the front end from low-level details of the core
visualization machinery. In this case, matches would be computed based on the visual similarity and underlying data of the
elements, rather than the internal structure.
The current system allows designers to specify an arbitrary
number of views based on their design needs. Similar to
designers’ current practice of focusing on a limited set of artobard sizes, our examples typically use three or four views
targeting different device sizes. While it is possible to create
more views, there are limitations on the amount of screen
space available for development and the number of views that

Our system includes a variety of interaction techniques such
as keyboard shortcuts, toolbar menus and different types of
mouse clicks for refining selections. Since generalized selections are a key part of our proposed workflow, it would
be valuable to refine the usability and performance of such
interactions. In particular, updating the data filter procedure
to provide more intricate or generalizable suggestions could
improve the utility of such a feature. Similarly, there are opportunities to explore new ways for designers to propagate
customizations across views, perhaps through analysis of how
the graphics themselves are arranged in each visualization.
In this work, we reproduce four real-world examples [A13,
A36, A50, A52] to demonstrate the benefits of our system for
responsive visualization design. To be clear, the procedures
presented do not reflect the actual design process for the published visualizations; instead, they highlight a set of flexible,
iterative workflows that contrast the more linear design process
that designers typically adopt. Future work should explore the
nuances of this system and the overall impact on the design of
responsive visualizations in practice.
CONCLUSION

This paper explores the design of responsive visualizations
that adapt the visualization design to different device sizes. We
perform a survey of 231 responsive visualizations from twelve
news organizations to examine existing responsive practices
and further describe formative interviews with five authors
about their design process and rationale. From the formative
interviews, we identify four design guidelines and contribute
a set of core system features to support the design of responsive visualizations. Our system displays multiple views for
different device contexts and foregrounds design variation
to provide a complete picture of the responsive techniques
applied. Designers can construct visualizations using both
simultaneous global edits or local customizations to the designs. Finally, we reproduce four real-world examples selected
from our earlier survey. In contrast to the existing linear workflows described in the formative interviews, these examples
demonstrate the expressiveness and flexibility of our system
for supporting the iterative design of responsive visualizations.
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